
Fight critical fire scenarios without serious environmental impact
cULus Listed and FM Approved* Oxeo fire extinguishing systems from 
Viking offer a unique solution for high challenge fire events with their use of 
Nitrogen and Argon, natural components of the ambient air, as extinguishing 
agents. Because these two natural inert gases are electronically non-
conductive and leave no residue, they are designed to combat fires in high-
risk areas, such as data centers that contain sensitive electronic equipment. 
Unlike foam or water suppression systems, secondary damage resulting from 
the agents themselves is virtually non-existent.
Features and advantages of Viking’s Oxeo extinguishing systems:

   Rapid fire extinguishing with inert gases reduces the potential damage 
resulting from the fire

 After successfully extinguishing the fire, gas can be extracted from the room

 Oxeo offers protection for enclosed facilities as well as walk-in rooms

   Inert gases are excellent for extinguishing fires of Class A (solid matter), Class 
B (flammable liquids), and Class C (energized electrical equipment), with 
Argon being especially useful for Class D (metal)

   System size is based on system zoning, and detection system zones are 
limited to 99 tanks per supply bank. Systems are released electronically, 
requiring detection and a release control panel 

* Oxeo extinguishing systems are cULus Listed and FM Approved for Class A-C
   fires, and protect against Class D fires as Argon being especially useful for
   Class D fires.

For more information, please contact your Viking sales representative or visit 
our website at vikinggroupinc.com.

Listings/Approvals   cULus Listed
   FM Approved

Tank Capacity:    80L

Pressure Rating:    2,901 psi (200 bar)
   4,351 psi (300 bar)

Occupancy/Hazard:   Classes A-D* 

For technical data and system part numbers, 
please visit vikinggroupinc.com.

Special Hazards — Oxeo Extinguishing Systems

MKT-1150

General reference only. Prior to the design, layout, and/or 
installation of any sprinkler system, please refer to Viking’s 
technical documentation and consult with the AHJ.

Watch Oxeo extinguishing systems in action 
by scanning the QR code or visiting our
YouTube page, youtube.com/VikingSprinkler.


